
GIY Packaging Kit Example
1.5 L Bottle in a Clam-Shell Standard Box



Make your own packaging!
Get ready to make and grow your own packaging!  This instruction booklet is 
intended as a guide and example of how you can grow your own packaging using 
the GIY Packaging kit.  There are many ways to design and make your own 
packaging, so please feel free to stray from the directions, but make sure to use 
the GIY instructions as a guide for how to handle the material and achieve best 
growing results.  If you are unsure or have questions contact 
sales@ecovativedesign.com or visit giy.ecovativedesign.com.  Have fun!

Also take pictures and tag #Ecovative!
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Preparing the Material
1. Follow the GIY bag instructions to rehydrate the material.
2. The rehydration and initial growing phase takes 3-4 days until the material is 

ready to use.  It takes approximately 20 minutes to conduct the rehydration.



Standard Items
● Box (7”x7”x7”)
● Saran Wrap
● Gloves
● Tape 
● Alcohol 
● Bags
● Thumb Tack
● Plastic Bag
● Guar Gum
● Flour



Size the Box
1. Measure the three outermost 

dimensions of the object.  Add 1” (2.4 
cm) to each dimension to account for 
the minimal amount of MycoFoam 
cushioning material.  (e.g glass bottle 
= 8” x 5” x 5” = 9” x 6” x 6”).  Use this 
as the basis for the minimum box 
size.  If packaging multiple items, use 
this same method, but leave at least 
one inch of material between the 
objects.  



Prepare the Material
1. Using gloves: Add material to 

bowl and add nutrients.
2. Breakup material and 

thoroughly mix in the 
nutrients.

3. At this stage also add the 
guar gum to help thicken the 
material for workability.



First Layer of Material
1. Place bag in box and conform 

to sides.
2. Fill Material to centerline of 

box.
3. Place object in up to 

centerline, removing material 
as necessary.



Adding the Second Layer
1. Place second layer of plastic 

in box, conforming to object 
and material

2. Fill remaining void with 
material, packing material 
into crevices.



Sealing Bag & Growing
1. Close box lid to create a flat 

surface on top.  Remove/Add 
material as necessary.

2. Seal up bag thoroughly using 
masking tape.

3. Grow in place for 3-4 days in 
a 68-72F environment or until 
the Mushroom material is 
held together enough to 
move in one piece.



Removing the Parts from the Bag
1. Remove bag and material 

from the box.
2. Cut open the bag.



Separate Halves
1. Peel back plastic carefully.
2. Remove the two halves and 

the bottle carefully.
3. Replace your divots (they will 

grow back into place)



Pod Parts Back in Bags
1. Place halves back into separate 

bags and thoroughly seal with 
tape.

2. Poke 5-10 holes with a needle or 
thumb tack into each bag.

3. Grow for 2 more days or until 
parts are uniformly white.



Remove from Pod Environment
1. The parts should be saturated 

with white mycelium.
2. Remove the parts from the 

podded environment.



Finish
1. Use the GIY bag instructions to dry the 

parts!



Scaling 
1. Like the way the packaging you 

designed works?  Speak to one 
of our professionals to help scale 
your operation or let us do it for 
you in our Mushroom Factory! 


